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ADULT
The Secret Voice Trilogy
Zack Soto
Volume 1
World English to Floating World Comics, April 2019
4-Color Hardcover, 160 Pages
Epic Fantasy
Click to Read Excerpt
Doctor Galapagos, famed warrior-monk and agent of the Red College,
is on a desperate mission to unite the realms of magic and man in a
last-ditch effort to stop the seemingly invincible forces of the Smog
Emperor. But the good Doctor carries a secret. An unseen and
unknown psychic menace eats away at his very soul and threatens to
jeopardize his mission... and the world itself. Can the Red College turn
the tide? Can Doctor Galapagos stay true to himself, hold on to his
love, and defeat the Smog Emperor all at once?
"This richly imagined fantasy epic follows the mysterious Doctor Galapagos…kicking off what promises
to be an excitingly original adventure.”—Library Journal
“The scope here is not unlike Lord of the Rings: Vast battles, cities under siege, huge armies of monsters,
and a desperate defense. His fusion of genre tropes and alt-comics storytelling has been the model for this
kind of comic for quite some time.”—The Comics Journal
Volume 2
TK
The second volume of The Secret Voice divulges the first encounters of Dr. Galapagos and Proctor
General Absalom with the evil Smog Emperor before coming back to the looming crisis of the present
day. Giant battles, arctic exploration, psychic warfare, flying houses, & fungus zombies are the name of
the game. Our heroes end up behind enemy lines at the end of the volume.
Volume 3
TK
The epic conclusion of The Secret Voice. The climax involves the forces of the Smog Emperor on the
doorstep of the Red College, betrayal most foul, Dr. Galapagos confronting a dark mirror, the grand
library of Ama Arza in flames, and the final fate of EVERYTHING.
Dramatic rights represented by APA.
Zack Soto lives in Portland, Oregon with his wife and their son. He is an acquiring
editor for Oni Press, the publisher of Study Group Comic Books, co-editor of Study
Group Magazine, and co-host of the Process Party Podcast.

Turning Japanese
MariNaomi
North American English to 2D Cloud, May 2016
World French Rights to Editions IMHO, October 2020
B&W Hardcover, 228 Pages
Memoir
Click to Read Excerpt
Following a traumatic breakup, the loss of her job, and a move to
another city, 22 year old, half-Japanese Mari finds herself with the
perfect opportunity to explore her Japanese roots, previously
forbidden by her mother in an effort to assimilate. Mari gets a job at
an illegal hostess bar in Silicon Valley, determined to learn the
language from its clientele, randy Japanese businessmen. She then
embarks on a three-month adventure working as a hostess in Tokyo's
Ginza District and meets up with her grandparents in Fukuoka with
the goal of speaking to them for the first time in her life without a
translator (her mom) to edit and censor. Though she is somewhat successful in learning the language, her
cultural education and whirlwind engagement to a young man are not at all what she expected as a young
feminist. Turning Japanese is a story about otherness, culture clashes, generation gaps, and youthful
impetuosity.
"The best comic about being Asian American in Japan. Like Fun Home and Persepolis, Turning Japanese
is at once modest and grand. MariNaomi is a master of the small, intimate moments that build to a
surprisingly emotional climax."—Jason Shiga, Ignatz and Eisner Award–winner
"Mari's portrait-of-an-artist-as-a-culturally-'nebulous'-young-woman is a vulnerable, searching, raw
record. Exploring the meaning of 'hapa' on both sides of the world doesn't always result in easy answers,
and the need for translation—not just of language—proves to be ongoing. May the illuminating journeys
continue." —Smithsonian APA Center
Dramatic rights represented by Gotham, Sonoya Mizuno attached to star.
MariNaomi is an Eisner-Award-nominated author and illustrator serving on the
advisory board of Abrams ComicArts’s LGBTQ imprint, Surely Books. Her work has
appeared in over eighty print publications including The New Yorker, The New York
Times, Vice, Buzzfeed, The Rumpus, PEN America, LA Review of Books, The
Advocate, The Comics Journal, Nerds of Color, and Russia’s first ever LGBTQ comics
anthology.
Her comics and paintings have been displayed in such institutions as the Smithsonian,
the De Young Museum, the Cartoon Art Museum, the Asian Art Museum, and the
Japanese American Museum.
She is the creator and administrator of the Cartoonists of Color Database, Queer Cartoonists Database,
and Disabled Cartoonists Database. She has taught classes for the California College of the Arts Comics
MFA program and is a guest editor for PEN Illustrated.

French rights sold to Editions YMHO

Dragon’s Breath and Other True Stories
MariNaomi
North American English to 2D Cloud/Uncivilized, September 2014
B&W Trade Paperback, 384 Pages
Memoir
Click to Read Excerpt
2015 Eisner Award Nomination for Best Reality-Based Work
Selected for 9 “Best of 2014” lists
In this collection of thought-provoking, emotionally honest graphic
vignettes, MariNaomi explores a wide spectrum of topics including
youthful rebellion, mortality, disillusionment, and compassion. Many
of these stories first appeared on The Rumpus as the series “Smoke In
Your Eyes,” which garnered a SPACE Award and an Honorable
Mention in Houghton Mifflin Harcourt’s Best American Comics 2013.
The book appears in “Best of 2014” lists by: Bitch Media, The Comics
Journal, Foreword Reviews, Largehearted Boy, Mental Floss, Panel
Patter, Publishers Weekly Comics World, Robert Kirby, and Whit Taylor.
"The simplicity of the art only magnifies the universality of the stories... It's no surprise
Dragon's Breath was nominated for a 2015 Eisner." —The A.V. Club
"Award-winning author MariNaomi (Kiss and Tell) returns with this charming and intimate collection of
vignettes and meatier personal histories…The book is utterly absorbing, funny, intimate, and even
philosophical." —Publishers Weekly
Dramatic rights represented by Gotham.
MariNaomi is an Eisner-Award-nominated author and illustrator serving on the
advisory board of Abrams ComicArts’s LGBTQ imprint, Surely Books. Her work has
appeared in over eighty print publications including The New Yorker, The New York
Times, Vice, Buzzfeed, The Rumpus, PEN America, LA Review of Books, The
Advocate, The Comics Journal, Nerds of Color, and Russia’s first ever LGBTQ comics
anthology.
Her comics and paintings have been displayed in such institutions as the Smithsonian,
the De Young Museum, the Cartoon Art Museum, the Asian Art Museum, and the
Japanese American Museum.
She is the creator and administrator of the Cartoonists of Color Database, Queer Cartoonists Database,
and Disabled Cartoonists Database. She has taught classes for the California College of the Arts Comics
MFA program and is a guest editor for PEN Illustrated.

I Thought You Loved Me
MariNaomi
World English to Amble Press, Spring 2023
Color, 316 Pages
Memoir
Michelle Tea meets Alison Bechdel with Mari’s trademark radical
emotional honesty in a stunning visual package reminiscent of
National Book Award finalist and motion picture Radioactive: Marie
& Pierre Curie: A Tale of Love and Fallout.
Jodie was Mari’s best friend through their teens and twenties, and
Mari can barely remember her. As young Mari began to explore her
identity as a bisexual, biracial woman in a rich, white town, Jodie was
a constant confidant, even kissing Mari out of the closet. The two were
inseparable as they sought to gain a foothold on life and love as young
feminists, Jodie an entrepreneurial sex worker and Mari in the boys’
club of video game development in the late ‘90s. Then, suddenly and
mysteriously, the relationship ended in fierce animosity.
Through journal excerpts, letters, conversations with friends, and cross-country travel, Mari pieces
together lost memories and a lost friendship, eventually reuniting with Jodie 20 years later.
I Thought You Loved Me is for any woman who made mistakes in her 20s, drifted apart from her friends
in her 30s, and is feeling betrayed by her memories as she approaches 40. Packed with book-club-ready
talking points, it is for anyone who has felt ghosted and haunted by a dear friend and othered by the
straight, white patriarchy.
Dramatic rights represented by Gotham.
MariNaomi is an Eisner-Award-nominated author and illustrator serving on the
advisory board of Abrams ComicArts’s LGBTQ imprint, Surely Books. Her work has
appeared in over eighty print publications including The New Yorker, The New York
Times, Vice, Buzzfeed, The Rumpus, PEN America, LA Review of Books, The
Advocate, The Comics Journal, Nerds of Color, and Russia’s first ever LGBTQ comics
anthology.
Her comics and paintings have been displayed in such institutions as the Smithsonian,
the De Young Museum, the Cartoon Art Museum, the Asian Art Museum, and the
Japanese American Museum.
She is the creator and administrator of the Cartoonists of Color Database, Queer Cartoonists Database,
and Disabled Cartoonists Database. She has taught classes for the California College of the Arts Comics
MFA program and is a guest editor for PEN Illustrated.

Get Back
MariNaomi
Publisher TK
Color, 246 Pages
Magical Realism
Hana Ito takes a week away from her loveless marriage to clean out
her beloved Aunt June’s house. Once the famous inventor of the
Nostalgic Meditation Technique (NMT), a therapeutic way to reexperience one's memories, June now lies comatose and terminally ill
in the hospital.
As Hana uncovers her and June’s complicated history, she is driven to
attempt NMT to revisit her unrequited teen crush, Teri. Much to her
surprise, not only does NMT work, it sometimes results in brief
episodes of time travel. If Hana can control this, she can finally
profess her love to Teri and change the past, preventing Teri’s suicide
and living happily ever after.
But changing the past calls into question what is real and what is imagined, the accuracy of memories,
and what memories become after they are changed. The twist ending digs sharply into one of humanity’s
greatest fears and tugs on the heart in MariNaomi’s signature fashion.
Get Back is Memento meets Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind with a hint of Syd Barrett.
Dramatic rights represented by Gotham.
MariNaomi is an Eisner-Award-nominated author and illustrator serving on the
advisory board of Abrams ComicArts’s LGBTQ imprint, Surely Books. Her work has
appeared in over eighty print publications including The New Yorker, The New York
Times, Vice, Buzzfeed, The Rumpus, PEN America, LA Review of Books, The
Advocate, The Comics Journal, Nerds of Color, and Russia’s first ever LGBTQ comics
anthology.
Her comics and paintings have been displayed in such institutions as the Smithsonian,
the De Young Museum, the Cartoon Art Museum, the Asian Art Museum, and the
Japanese American Museum.
She is the creator and administrator of the Cartoonists of Color Database, Queer Cartoonists Database,
and Disabled Cartoonists Database. She has taught classes for the California College of the Arts Comics
MFA program and is a guest editor for PEN Illustrated.

Freddie & Me: Who Wants to Live Forever?
Mike Dawson
Publisher TK
Color, 228 Pages Anticipated
Memoir

Cover TK

High Fidelity meets Wayne’s World in this charming graphic memoir
about a young man’s life-long obsession with the rock band Queen.

We all have that one band with which we identify, the band that was
always there for us during good times and bad. For Mike Dawson it's
Queen and Freddie Mercury. Like “Bohemian Rhapsody,” Freddie &
Me: Who Wants to Live Forever? takes readers on a rock-opera-like
journey—from Mike’s childhood in 1980s UK, through his
immigration to the US at age 11, and into the ‘90s, when grunge ruled
and Queen was terminally uncool. As Mike navigates the rocky road
to adulthood (with Queen beside him every step of the way), he
grapples with the fears we all find ourselves facing: finding the right
partner, pursuing artistic dreams, coming to terms with familial
responsibilities, and even facing our own mortality. With humor, sensitivity, and wonderfully imagined
appearances by Freddie Mercury, Brian May, and George Michael (among others), Freddie & Me: Who
Wants to Live Forever? is the touching story of how our favorite music becomes the soundtrack for our
most treasured memories. And how one note can bring them all flooding back.
“A gently nuanced autobiography... [filled with] candor, sweetness, and emotional insight. For teens who
have found one particular song or singer to provide the theme music for their lives, as well as for budding
artists, Dawson's story is, indeed, rhapsodic.” – School Library Journal
Fit for ages 11+, Freddie & Me: Who Wants to Live Forever? remixes Dawson’s out-of-print debut
Freddie & Me: A Coming-of-Age Bohemian Rhapsody (Bloomsbury, 2008). Trimmed down from the
original 304 pages, it is being rewritten and redrawn in the lighter style of his star-reviewed new series
The Fifth Quarter.
Dramatic rights represented by APA.
Mike Dawson is the Ignatz-winning and Eisner-nominated creator of the Bookliststarred MG series The Fifth Quarter (First Second, 2021, 2022). His comic essays
frequently appear in The Nib, Slate, The New Yorker, The Comics Journal, and
UpWorthy. He lives with his wife and kids in the suburbs of the Jersey Shore.

YOUNG ADULT
Life on Earth Trilogy
MariNaomi
Volume 1: Losing the Girl
World English to Graphic Universe, May 2018
B&W with Spot-Color Hardcover, 280 Pages
Contemporary, Light Science Fiction
Click to Read Excerpt
Graphic Universe’s spring lead title.
Claudia Jones is missing. Her classmates are thinking the worst . . . or
at least the weirdest. It couldn’t be an alien abduction, right?
None of Claudia’s classmates at Blithedale High know why she
vanished—and they’re dealing with their own issues. Emily’s trying to
handle a life-changing surprise. Paula’s hoping to step out of Emily’s
shadow. Nigel just wants to meet a girl who will laugh at his jokes.
And Brett hardly lets himself get close to anybody.
In Losing the Girl, the first book in the Life on Earth trilogy, Eisner-nominated cartoonist MariNaomi
looks at life through the eyes of four suburban teenagers: early romance, fraying friendships, and the
traces of a mysterious—maybe otherworldly—disappearance. Different chapters focus on different
characters, each with a unique visual approach.
"Losing the Girl is a success from top to bottom. . . . There are many familiar elements of teen romance
here, to be sure, but MariNaomi approaches with a level of sophistication and humanity that's rare for any
story of this kind." —The Comics Journal
"(MariNaomi's) creative artistic effects amplify the tension and awkward emotions, transforming a
familiar story of young love into something memorable and new.” —Publishers Weekly
Volume 2: Gravity’s Pull
World English to Graphic Universe, March 2019
B&W with Spot-Color Hardcover, 224 Pages
Contemporary, Light Science Fiction
Click to Read Excerpt
When Claudia Jones returns to her high school after a mysterious
disappearance, she exerts a strange effect on the classmates around
her. Meanwhile, her fellow students also struggle with the challenges
of regular young-adult life. How should they navigate problems with
identity, illness, and consent? Bringing the full possibilities of the
graphic novel medium to the page, the author-artist writes and draws
every chapter from a different character’s point of view in a unique art
style.
". . . gripping, affecting graphic novel. . . . A moody, compassionate
reflection of adolescence in turmoil." —Kirkus Reviews

"MariNaomi skillfully weaves webs of intrigue, and fans of suspenseful graphic novels will be interested
in how events play out.” —School Library Journal
Volume 3: Distant Stars
World English to Graphic Universe, March 2020
B&W with Spot-Color Hardcover, 260 Pages
Contemporary, Light Science Fiction
Click to Read Excerpt
A Publishers Weekly 2020 Critics Poll Honorable Mention
In the final volume of the Life on Earth trilogy, celebrated cartoonist
MariNaomi concludes her tale of growing up, falling in and out of
love, and possible alien interventions. Shy, self-deprecating Paula
Navarro is coming into her own―and it's making her new girlfriend,
Johanna, a little nervous. Paula's former friend Emily Baker is
learning to look inward. Brett Hathaway, Emily and Paula's mutual exhook-up, is torn about reconnecting with his estranged dad. And Nigel
Jones is smitten with his tutor, Claudia―whose disappearance and
reappearance remains a mystery to everyone around her. As Claudia
and her guardians put the final plan in motion, they'll reveal the truth
that links everyone's fate.
“A tremendous finale to a singular trilogy.” —Kirkus Reviews
Dramatic rights represented by APA.
MariNaomi is an Eisner-Award-nominated author and illustrator serving on the
advisory board of Abrams ComicArts’s LGBTQ imprint, Surely Books. Her work has
appeared in over eighty print publications including The New Yorker, The New York
Times, Vice, Buzzfeed, The Rumpus, PEN America, LA Review of Books, The
Advocate, The Comics Journal, Nerds of Color, and Russia’s first ever LGBTQ comics
anthology.
Her comics and paintings have been displayed in such institutions as the Smithsonian,
the De Young Museum, the Cartoon Art Museum, the Asian Art Museum, and the
Japanese American Museum.
She is the creator and administrator of the Cartoonists of Color Database, Queer Cartoonists Database,
and Disabled Cartoonists Database. She has taught classes for the California College of the Arts Comics
MFA program and is a guest editor for PEN Illustrated.

Enlightened: The Buddha’s Story
Sachi Ediriweera
World English to Simon & Schuster Atheneum, Spring 2023
Two-Color, 300 Pages Anticipated
Biography
Though new to the world of young adult graphic biography, the story of
Prince Siddhartha and his spiritual journey of becoming the Buddha is
one of the first tales told to young Buddhists worldwide. It examines
compassion and teaches about the attachments of life and how they lead
to grief. While the centuries-old tale reveres the Buddha as a godlike
figure, it largely ignores the real-life nuances that led Siddhartha to seek a
higher truth. Enlightened aims to explore those circumstances in dramatic
fashion while staying true to the mythos of one of the greatest teachers
the world has ever known.
With a sheltered childhood and every luxury at his fingertips, Prince
Siddhartha knows little about the suffering of the outside world. When he
finally sneaks out and witnesses human sorrows in the form of sickness, old age, and death, Siddhartha
leaves everything behind in search of answers. After numerous trials and deep meditation, he becomes
enlightened with answers including the greater meaning of life. As he decides to share his knowledge with
the rest of humankind, Siddhartha, now assuming the identity of the Buddha, is forced to confront those
who he left behind while coming to terms with his newfound purpose.
Dramatic rights represented by APA.
Sachi Ediriweera is an accomplished designer, filmmaker, and comic book artist. He
is the author/illustrator of Lionborn, the first English language graphic novel produced
in Sri Lanka.
Apart from his design and illustration work, he has a career in filmmaking as a writer,
producer, and director of the acclaimed short films A Small Miracle, Wildings Within,
HTM, and Garden of Bones. His films have screened in numerous film festivals around
the world including in the USA, Germany, Spain, South Korea, and Australia.
When he is not drawing or writing his third-act plot twist, he enjoys reading art books
and comics, eating pizza, and overthinking cosplay ideas for comic cons. Sachi divides his time between
Colombo, Sri Lanka and Dubai, UAE where he also works as a production designer for the events
industry while enjoying green tea as any good post-colonial citizen.

Hands of God: The Story of Augusta Savage
Joseph Illidge, Illustrator TK
Publisher TK
Publication Details TK
Biography

Cover TK

The first YA graphic biography of Augusta Savage follows her journey
from impoverished childhood to world-renowned Harlem Renaissance
sculptor while battling racial injustice. Her hands, how they change
through the years and how the world changes around them, are the
visual through-line of the story.
Augusta’s father is a God-fearing man who considers his daughter’s
sculptures to be the product of sin. As he beats her, she does not raise
her hands, holding them close to her body to protect them.

As a teen, we see her hands hold her only child and wear two wedding
rings, both resulting in divorce. She realizes her life’s singular purpose,
not as a housewife, but as a creator, shaping forms of human beauty and truth of character.
In the first of many such cases, Augusta’s talent wins her a scholarship to study in Paris only to be denied
after the discovery that she is Black. In defiance, she secures a patron and works in Paris. Upon her
return, American racism forces her into menial jobs as she cares for her parents while working to make a
name for herself by depicting Black leaders in a proud, realistic way, as opposed to the grotesque
stereotypes of the time.
Her sculpture, Lift Every Voice and Sing, becomes the most popular exhibit of the 1939 World’s Fair. But
without the funds to have it cast in bronze, it is destroyed after the fair like all other temporary exhibits.
Her tenacity finally earns her the means to open the Savage Studio of Arts and Crafts, free for all to study,
regardless of race or economic status. Her students become world-renowned artists.
Dramatic rights represented by APA.
Joseph Illidge is the Executive Editor of Heavy Metal, the seminal illustrated SF/F/H
magazine, and serves as a comic book and graphic novel editor, working with creators
from around the globe to develop books on heroism and inclusion.
In his career, Joseph served as the first Editor of color of Batman for DC, Executive
Editor of the Valiant Entertainment Universe and line of monthly comic books, Senior
Editor of Lion Forge Comics where he spearheaded the multicultural superhero comic
book imprint Catalyst Prime, and Editorial Director of A Wave Blue World, a publisher
of art books and graphic novels in New York.
Joseph’s first job in the comic book industry was at Milestone Media, Inc., the groundbreaking comic
book publisher of inclusive superhero stories and creators of the award-winning animated series Static
Shock from Warner Bros.
A worldbuilder with experience in high-profile characters and universe development, Joseph was featured
in the History Channel documentary series, Superheroes Decoded, discussing popular heroes from
Batman to Luke Cage.

MIDDLE GRADE
Scurry
Mac Smith
World English to Skybound Comet, Spring 2023
Color, 320 Pages
Post-Apocalyptic Thriller
Born of a Kickstarter that raised over a half million dollars and selfpublished in 3 volumes with 14k copies sold, Scurry is being released as a
single volume for the first time by Skybound’s new MG/YA imprint,
Comet. A thriller about a colony of house mice desperate to find food in a
post-nuclear world, Scurry will appeal to readers of Warriors and
Watership Down as well as fans of The Walking Dead whose kids are too
young to watch the show.
It’s been a long, strange winter. The humans are gone, and with them, the
food supply for the Colony. The cunning, young scout, Wix, and his rat
friend, Umf, are tasked with looting the nearby abandoned houses while
avoiding poison, traps, and a band of feral felines led by the hulking Titan.
When Wix’s efforts again turn up empty and the Colony Elder falls ill, the scouts have no choice but to
pursue rumors of a wrecked truck filled with food, rumors fueled by Resher, a power-hungry conspiracy
theorist secretly preparing a coup. But the truck lies far beyond the forest, where even the cats won’t go,
and as their journey begins, a hawk makes off with the Elder’s daughter and Wix’s friend-interest, Pict.
Follow the journeys of Wix and Pict through wild lands as they seek to evade endless fangs and talons,
meeting friend and foe along the way, including beavers looking to rebuild the world, a benevolent
moose, three fox sisters with an eerie connection to nature, and the Guardian herself.
Though Scurry stands alone, several spinoffs are planned.
Dramatic rights represented by APA.
Mac Smith is a video game concept artist in the Pacific Northwest. Scurry is his debut
as an author/illustrator.

French rights sold to Editions Delcourt

George’s Dominion
Mike Dawson
Publisher TK
Color, 220 Pages Anticipated
Contemporary, Magical Realism

Cover TK

Fifth-grader George can’t help but worry. Anything beyond his control
might keep him up at night as his mind races with the worst possible
outcome for every unknown. He finds refuge in Dominion, an online
role-playing video game where he can be someone else, building his
own perfect realm and interacting with kids from school without them
knowing that they’re playing with the weird boy. Campbell, George’s
widower father of two, is exhausted enough to allow it.
When the local news runs a story about a pig escaping a
slaughterhouse and eluding capture, George fixates. Why is everyone
rooting for the pig to find freedom? What about the other pigs? And
aren’t we animals just like them?

In the hopes of bringing his son some peace of mind, Campbell adopts a rescue dog, starting a friendship
that takes George on a journey to a magical place. But when real-life developers threaten his newfound
sanctuary and locals close in on the pig, George mounts a dangerous rescue mission to set everything
right.
Rain Reign meets Charlotte’s Web with a digital twist on The Cardboard Kingdom in George’s Dominion.
Inspired in part by the 2016 Slate Book Review Cartoonist Studio Prize shortlisted webcomic, Longstreet
Farm, this graphic novel draws on the author/illustrator’s experience with childhood anxiety in hopes of
serving the post-COVID-19 increase in kids like him who find themselves spinning out over what they
can’t control.
Dramatic rights represented by APA.
Mike Dawson is the Ignatz-winning and Eisner-nominated creator of the Bookliststarred MG series The Fifth Quarter (First Second, 2021, 2022). His comic essays
frequently appear in The Nib, Slate, The New Yorker, The Comics Journal, and
UpWorthy. He lives with his wife and kids in the suburbs of the Jersey Shore.

Stuck in the Middle
MariNaomi
Publisher TK
Color, 220 Pages Anticipated
Memoir

Cover TK

It’s hard enough to fit in as a shy kid in middle school without being
the only middle-class, half-Japanese girl in a rich, white town. New
Kid meets Crush meets The First Rule of Punk in the first work of
Middle Grade by celebrated cartoonist, MariNaomi.
1980s Mill Valley, California is nothing like the diverse Texas town
Mari came from. Grown men now praise her as “exotic,” little kids
ask if she knows karate, and her classmates make fun of her for being
bad at math. Though she capitulates to being a loser, Mari finds the
stereotypes puzzling. As the daughter of a white Republican and a
Japanese immigrant who refuses to teach her the language, Mari isn’t
sure who she is supposed to be.

Now in seventh grade, the little stability she has in her less-than-popular circle of girlfriends is threatened
by two harsh truths: mutual crushes on Duran Duran aren’t enough to sustain a maturing friendship, and
now real, live boys have entered their group. Over the course of a year, Mari seeks to understand boys,
discover her unique identity, reject her white-centric standard of beauty, and establish a self-worth that
isn’t reliant on others through the nonconformist ethos of punk.
For mixed-race kids who don’t feel like they belong anywhere and for anyone who considers the mirror to
be an unkind reminder that they are different, Stuck in the Middle unpacks our elusive power to create our
own self-image in a society that so adamantly does it for us.
Dramatic rights represented by APA.
MariNaomi is an Eisner-Award-nominated author and illustrator serving on the
advisory board of Abrams ComicArts’s LGBTQ imprint, Surely Books. Her work has
appeared in over eighty print publications including The New Yorker, The New York
Times, Vice, Buzzfeed, The Rumpus, PEN America, LA Review of Books, The
Advocate, The Comics Journal, Nerds of Color, and Russia’s first ever LGBTQ comics
anthology.
Her comics and paintings have been displayed in such institutions as the Smithsonian,
the De Young Museum, the Cartoon Art Museum, the Asian Art Museum, and the
Japanese American Museum.
She is the creator and administrator of the Cartoonists of Color Database, Queer Cartoonists Database,
and Disabled Cartoonists Database. She has taught classes for the California College of the Arts Comics
MFA program and is a guest editor for PEN Illustrated.

The Pandyland Mysteries Series
Anne Belov

Cover TK

Volume 1: The Case of the Picturesque Panda
Publisher TK
4-Color, 142 Pages
Mystery
This clean series of wacky yet educational graphic novels feature a
Yogi-and-BooBoo team of panda detectives who investigate themed
capers with questionable success. Think of it as The Hardy Pandas
(or The Boxcar Pandas, or Pandy Drew) for readers of Dog Man,
Secret Coders, and Hamster Princess.

The bumbling Inspector Panda and his clever young sidekick, Wu, run
the Pandyland Detective Agency…between snack breaks, that is.
When the enigmatic Babette de Panda waltzes in with a sob story of a
famous painting that was stolen (or lost, or whatever), they spring into
action. On their way to the Pandyland Museum, they’re intercepted by a manic crew of Panda Scouts who
offer to park the inspector’s car but end up joyriding and whisking Wu away on an epic, ice-creamsplattered journey into a secret underground facility. As Inspector Panda looks for his car, Wu, the
painting, and more cuppycakes, it becomes apparent that hiring him was just a Lebowskiesqe ruse…and
Babette is up to something big. As he, Wu, and the Panda Scouts close in on Babette’s hideout, one thing
is for certain…it’s going to be panda-monium.
Volume 2: The Case of the Stolen Base
Wu’s on first! Somebody stole home, literally, and tracking it down leads our sleuths to Babette’s secret
island mansion, where the missing base acts as the missing piece in the recently stolen Stonehenge.
Volume 3: The Lost Treasure of Pandera Madre
Yo ho, yo ho, a panda’s life for me! When our heroes take a cruise on what ends up being an 18th century
pirate ship with a treasure map and a shady crew, the race is on to find the treasure before Babette does.
Volume 4: The Great Cookie Caper
Look out below! When the circus comes to town, along with a mysterious new fortune teller who reminds
Wu of Babette, a shipment of Panda Scout Cookies goes missing. The pandas leap into action, literally, as
undercover performers to solve the case and save the sweets.
Dramatic rights represented by APA.
Anne Belov is a fine artist by trade (represented by Fountainhead in Washington State)
with over 40 years of exhibition experience. Known for both original work and master
copies of classic pieces, her commissions include corporations like Nordstrom and
Westin, universities, art magazines, and The Way of the Panda: The Curious History of
China's Political Animal (Pegasus Books, 2011). The Pandyland Mysteries is her MG
debut. She studied pandas in China, is active in Pandas International, and was a
featured speaker at Panda Con at the San Diego Zoo (longtime home of the real Wu).

